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More Deconstructed Adidas Shoes Are Releasing
Escrito por KirkKG - 27/02/2019 01:20
_____________________________________

Kanye West’s adidas Yeezy line is aiming to end the year with a bang. A reflective, highly visible bang,
that is. Before the year is out, West and the Trefoil Brand are dropping three “Static” kicks — featuring
colorways that call upon a combo of white and grey with bright silver detailing — in the span of a single
week. There’s a new adidas yeezy 350 v2 uk sale, a Yeezy Boost 350 v2, and the brightest — quite
literally — of the bunch, a “Static Reflective” 350 v2. Although the “Static Reflective” boasts a look
almost completely identical to the plain “Static” pair, it shows its special side under a bright flash: the
entire upper and the laces light up with interwoven reflective detailing for a striking look not before seen
on West’s adidas footwear. It’s not just a flash-friendly sneaker either. Thanks to plenty of other details
like the translucent mesh midfoot stripe and milky outsole, these Yeezys also offer plenty when not
under the bright lights.   

Earlier today we revealed three upcoming adidas Running silhouettes designed in collaboration with
UNDEFEATED, but it appears a fourth member is joining the party. This alternate version of the adidas
originals yeezy boost 350 shoes sale flips the colors by going with a full white upper and bold shop
branding across the mid-foot of the shoes in their signature bold/italic type. These will indeed release at
retail, but exclusively at UNDEFEATED and in very limited numbers. Stay tuned for an official
announcement from the shop and the brand and let us know if this is one of the cleanest Ultra Boost
collaborations you’ve seen yet. 

Even though adidas continues innovating and pushing the envelope with silhouettes the likes of the
adored Yung-1 and the entirety of Kanye West’s Yeezy line, it is its staples like the cheap adidas
superstar womens uk that help the German Sportswear brand remain an immeasurable success. While
its clean black and white color scheme remains a crowd favorite amongst all Three Stripes wearers, the
model also acts as a blank canvas of sorts, allowing designers incredible freedom when creating new
looks. The newest version of the shell-toe icon calls upon a luxurious combination of Satin and
Snakeskin materials, supported by a Noble Maroon hue for a must-have addition to any Trefoil lover’s
fall rotation. For an even more regal touch, metallic gold takes shape on tongue, heel, and midfoot
Superstar branding. 

The adidas zx flux adv cheap uk is one of the most ubiquitous sneaker silhouettes in the history of
athletic footwear. It’s seen many a unique iteration over its nearly 50-year existence, and adidas
Originals continues to find interesting new ways to put a spin on the rubber toe-capped shoe, the latest
of which is a two-pack of Superstar 80s featuring huge chenille varsity-style letters on the heel. Arriving
in both black and white, each pair offers a premium leather upper with tonal three stripe branding. The
aforementioned chenelle letters continue the tonal look, with the left shoe featuring a “SUPER” hit while
the right finishes the branding with “STAR.” Each shoe’s retro look is completed with a classic sail toe
cap, midsole, and outsole.
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